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proposed free lib. 4; ^6^,72^
Aberdeen, adoption of Act 8,1:22^^49-50, 75^.
lib. rate,l:5ot
Aberdeen art gallery and museiim,l : 50^!
Aberdeen pub. lib.
appointment of libn, 1:175'.
arrangomtmts for magazines at ,( Robertson ) 4:111-13.
catalogue,3: 78'.
invention of Duplex indicator, 5 : llS^t
opening of lending department ,.^: 76t
opening of reading room, 2 : 123*^
patents in, 5: 152?
proposed new building, 5 : 134t




gift , 4 : 50^.
Access to shelves, 4: 164-5,5:160-61.
in free lib. Gambridge,( Foster ) 5:71-7).
in Melbourne pub. lib. 2:100^
Accrington i>ub. lib. and mechanic ' s institute, 4: 50^.
(An) acrostic, ( Ogle ) 1:104*
Acts, see Public library Acts,







exaiaination queBtiorif? in, 2^95-6.
French llhe , 2 : '6si
German imiversity libs. 4: 58-9, 6 0-1, 62'°.
Jamaica pub. lib. 2: 119"^.
Melbourne pub.lib.J?:84^.
Paris municipal libR. ,2: vi*".
Plyraoutb proprietary lib. 3: 1-2.
pub . lib .3:6^.
Routh African pub. lib. 2: 11'^^.
South Australian institute,2: 113\
Tasmania,2:116^
Trinidad pub. lib. 2: 118-19.
Africa
.
Natal libs, 2: 118.
South African pub. lib. 2: 117-18.
Age limit of readers , 3 : 48^
at Auckland pub. lib. 3:117'.
Album pateographique,5:190-2.
Alford,D.P. Notes on Tavistock pub. lib. 3; 81-6.
Alleghany ( Pa. ) gift for pub.lib.3: 127^
Alloa pub. lib. 4:50:5:78^,196!
Alnwick, rejection of Acts, 4: 50^ 72^
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Al thorp l:.b.(Bruoe )1: 162-3.2:6-15.
AltrinchaiQ
,
proposed 1±X> , 4 : 50^, 15o\
Araeri^-an librarians in Congress, ( Sutton )1: 39-40.
AiQsriean lib.ass 'n,5: 147.





Bee also Monastic libs.




( Axon )1 : 121-3 , 165-7
.
Bibliography of
, { Axon )1: :i.43-6
.
Anon:aQs and pseudonyms ,1: 32^^55^ 179'; 204^ 2:24l40\35',128l 5:43^
177-8 ,208^1 4: 104* 5 : 34Uo7-8 ,116^,138* 148-50 , 167^94-5 .
Anzieger , Nener , 1 : 21 , 75* loo'°, 120 , 157 ; 176\ 197^00*. 2 : ry.^l
Arbroath, death of libn,l:i75!
Archer, William, Rejiiarks on classification, 3: 86-96.
Architecture , library , 3 : 24*^, 38"^, 42 ',63-4. 4 : 5-6, 102'.
see also Buildings.
Arrangeraen t , 4 : 4-5
.
books in British museum, 2 : 2^.
books in N.Y. state lib. 1:41^.
law bookF ,4: 13-15.
manuscripts , ( Thompson )4: 33-9.
Knim r
>. " r or* ' ^ f^\ffi
_4-
periodic3als m Aberdeen pub. lib. ( Robertson )4: lll-l^-S
.
Art .classifioation of, 3: 135-6.
proposed school at Hertford, 4: 26-7.
see also Pictures in libs.
Art galleries and rauseiaras , connexion betw^^en free libs and,(Wallis)
5:6-11.
Ashton-under-Lyne.see Aston-under-Lyne.
Assistants , examination of , 1 : 26^, 42^, 48^^, 49^^, 132'', 162"", 185-6 . 2 : 36^, 72t
9 3-6, 88", 127; 149'. 3:58'. 4:113-6. 5:58-9.
selection of,l:42^.
Associations , see Amer. lib. ass ' n, Italian associazione bibliofilia.
Library assistants' ass 'n, Library ass'n.
Aston local board, report, 2 :l02t204\
Aston pub . lib . 5 : 4^^5
.
lecture at, 5: 150^
visit to Oxford , 5 : list
Aston-under-Lyne, catalogue of corporation lib.l:154t
proposed new building, 3 : 18o!
Athens, gift for national lib.2;75l •
Auctions, 1:110-11. 3:39^.
Boslase lib. 3: 207".
Cottonian books, 3:3';
Due de la Valliere's lib. 2: 155-9,
Janes Crossley's books, 1 : 79*^
Lord Crawford's Bibliotheoa Lindesiana,3: 99^
prices of books sold at, 4: 32'.
.9-M:e! .d-« .
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Rov.Rlialer's lib. 4: 50
^
Spanish books in Paris,2:liH^
Australia.
Adelaide pub. lib, growth of,2:21.
report ,5: 115'.
Brighton, opening of lib. 5: 102^
Brisbane,proposed lib.l: 199--200. 2:21.
lib. catalogues of ,( Holgate )2: 159-45. 5:123-5.
libs. of ,1:160^164: 2:115^
Melbourne pub. lib, growth of,l:52l 2:84-9,10oI
Sydney pub, lib.2: 21; ( Boose )109-112.
report , 5 : 78\
see also South Australia.
Axon, W:F. A, Book, ancient and modern, 5: 75-7,111.
Books and reading, 4: 23-5, 44-9.
j'^irst English book on angling, 1: 121-5,143-6,165-7.
In memoriam; Nicholas Trubner,l : 42-7
.
Baber,Rev. Henry Hervey,( Garnet t )2:l-5.
Bailey ,JanieR Blake. On classification for scientific and med-
ical libP. 3: 109-14.
Medical bibliograi^hy ,2 : 65-5
.
Baker, Sir Thomas; obituary ,( Gredland )5 : 198-200.
Baltimore( Md. )opening of Knoch Pratt free lib. 5:198^.
Bamberg, art collect ion, 1 : 132^
Bambury , opening of institute,l :118\
(The)Barkers and the early history of the Bible-patent ,( Tedder
)
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2:161-6.
Barking, adoption of Act8,5:19o'.
Damstapie lit. and sol. ins ti tute , change of name, 4:507
Barrett, F.T. Sketch of a pub. lib. establishment siii table for the
city of Glasgow, 5: 141-5.
Barrow-in-Furness pub, lib. catalogue ,2: 102'. 3:10o'.
opening of new biij.lding,4: 98^.
report, l:lor,20ll 2:150^ 3:182; 5:22.^
Bath, gift, 3: 126".
Bath royal lit. and sci. institution, appointment of libn,4:72?
Bebington , death or Josei^h Mayer ,3 : 18".
Bedford, Meeting of lit. and sci. institution, 5: 18*.
Belfast pub. lib. appointment of libn,5:40^.
building, 1:1181 3:58'. 5 :18V
catalogue, 5 :20o'.
coiomtmoration of centenary ,5: 78^
opening of ,5: lljf,i:^4^,152':
Berlin royal lib. appointment of llbn,3:2o\
hours of opening, 2 : loo'°,124\
removal of, 1:132*^.
statistics of ,1:25*^,991
Berlin university lib. 2: 20^.
Bexhi11,proposed lib. 4: 981*
Bible ,manuscrip
t
r of , 1 : 6 4^ 8 2' , 8 3^, 8 4^, 85^ 1 7 ; 1 08'
.
Bible-patent









( The )BibljLOgrapher ,1 : 131,133,157.
Bibliograpliers ,5 : 177-88
.
See also Collectors.
Bibliography , 1 : 31-2 , 54-5 , 78-9 , 102-3 , 135-b , 159--60,178-9,202-3.
2 : 23-4, 55-6 , 77-8 , 103-4 ,127-8 , 173-5
.
3: 22-3 ,43-4,62-4,
79-80 , 101-3 , 129-131 , 147-8 , 167-8 , 183--4,207. 4: 31-2,55-6 ,
-
79,103-4,123,155-6 ,175-6. 5:23,43-4 ,59-60, 83-4,87";
138-9 ,155-6 ,202-4.
co;mty,( Harrison )3: 49-54,
Flzevier,( Christie )5: 117-23.
fishing ,( Axon. )1: 143-6.








national history ,( Tedder. )3: 185-94.
•
sir Walter Raleigh, 3: 8-15, 120-1.
treatysse on fypshynge ,1 : 143-6
.
See also New books.
Bibliophiles reverie ,{ Nesbit
.
)4:95-7.
Bibliotheque nationale. see Paris ,BruPsells.
Bilston free lib.5:5l
Binders for periodicals, 2: 38^
Binding,l: 112,118,190-91. 2:79.




Bindings , ."S : 44
,




Birkenhead pub. lib. catalogues, 3 :6o',78V
death of William Jones,l:197T
gift to libn,l:22^.
report ,5:128. 4:122'. 5:154^
Biminghaia, litfirature
, ( Downing . )5 : 49-52
.
art galleries and musciuiis ,5:6-11.
bookseilers and pub. libR ,( Downing. ).^: 194-7.
catalogue of book.?? ,2: 120-21
.
free libs . of , ( Dent . )5 : 1-6
.
meeting of lib. asn'n, 4: 118, 125-8,153.
official collections in and near, ( Tinnons
.
)4: 157-63.
school of art, 1:97!
Biminghain lib. annual meeting, 1: 101". 2:54"]!
catalogues, 1:29'. 2:126^ 3:2i,13o! 4:31^123^
gift to libn,4:l52^
lectures at ,1:23,197'^ 3:183'.





Blackpool free lib, Sunday opening, 5 : 112^.
Blaokrock, proposed lib.4:5of
Blades ,Williaia. On the present aspect of the question, v/ho was
the invento-f^ of printing, 4 : 135-43.









( Briscoe . )4 : 32'', 68-71
.
Boase,a.C. Lord B and Lord B'^'' 5:177-8.
— Mrs. Bray and her writings, 1:126-9.
Bodleian lib. 1: 74*; 8 7^,88^,110'.
catalogue ruleB for,?3:2l\
enumeration of contents ,3:171"!
lending at,4:74t 5:59^.
size-notation at, 1:191-3.
suggestion lor gallery ,2: 75*.
Bolton pub . lib . branch libs ,4: 50^,118^ 5;56l
new buiiding,4: 72^ 5:78^
paper on, 3: 180^
purchase of building,3: 164^^
report, 1:201^. 2:172^ 3:204^^ 4:154*. 5:20oV
Sunday opening at ,5: 112-13, 134^
Bond, f:. A. Address to lib, ass'n, 4:1-10.
Resignation of ,5: 81*1
Book buying,l: 120.
Book, club,Robert Burns as founder of a, ( Newton. )5: 139.
Book, reviews, see New books.
Book sales, see Auctions.
Book thieves at Chicago imb.lib.2: 171'.
at Parma university ,2: lool
Book worTn,2:128l
attic, 5: 195.
Ira Wake with the, 2: 145-5.
.
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Books, ancient and modern,( Axon. )5: 73-77,111,
and billiardB,4:124l
and reading, (Axon. )4: 23-5,44-9.




choice of at Ooli;unbia college ,( N.Y. )l:189t
in Paris inijniciral libs,l:14l
prices of in China ,4: 67^
withdrawal of in Sydney pub. lib.2; lio''.
8eo also New booKs, Printing,Rare bookg , Reading, Selec-
tion of books.
Booksellers,!: 110-12.
second hand in U.S. 2:127?
signs, 3:63!
view of pub. libs,( Downing. )3: 194-7.
Boose, J. R. Progress of colonial pub. libs, 2: 81-9, 109-19,
Boo tie and Acts,l:5G!
Bootie pub.lib.b\aiding,2: 146,
lectures at, 5: 196^
opening of, 4: 98^1
report ,5:82?
Boo tle-cuin-Linacre pub . lib . catalogue , 5 : 22
',
Borrajo prize, 5: 93^
Boston conference, 2 :55V
Boston pub.lib.2:83t
bulletin,!: 54'. 2:56',104'^










new building,! :J^7! 2:76;
report, 1:99", 177;: 3:78l
Bournemouth, propoRd lib.2:72-3.
Bradford pub. lib. appointment of officials ,2: Is'.
catalogue , 2 : isl 39', 172"^
Chris tmaR opening at, 2:52"^
exhibition of Bronte collection, 3: 58-9.
opening of branch lib.4:5o't
report,2:39;i5o". 3:204l 4:154*^ 5:137X?^.
resignation of li"on,l:l75l
Simday opening at, 3: 202*! 4:72'',98^ 5:113^
Bradley, J, W. ,Booli.s before printing, 5: 30-7.
Bradshaw,Henry ,( E.G.T. )5; 179-88.
death of,:6:18^42^ 4:9-10.
in raeraoriam,( Grant . )3: 25-34.
raemorial for,3:126"^
Branch libs, 1 : 118". 5:143-5.






Homsey schools, 5: 197^
- ' r-
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Nottingham, 1:51,1181 ?? : 19^, S7--8 , 148 . 3:18r. 4:19^ 5; 115', 153
1981
Plymouth, 3: 7!
St. Helens, 4 : SS"!
Sheffield, 4 : 28", 75^
South Kensington, l:25l
Sydney,/?: 110*.
Yarmouth, 4 : 15;?r
Brassington,¥, Salt . Thomas Hall and the old lib. founded by him
at King's Norton, 5: 61-71.
Bray, Mr8. Charles and her writings, ( Boase. )1: 126-9, 160t
Brechin
,
gift , 5 : 152
.
Brierly Hill free lib. 5: 5'!
Brighton pub. lib. 4: 26^, 50l 5:18^113?
appointment of libn,5:152t
gift,5:196tf
proposed branch lib. 4: 118
!
report ,2: 102! 3:128^
separation of lib. and art gallery ,5: 78!/
Briscoe, J.Potter. Book music in pub. libs, 5 : 146-7
.
Libs. and royalty ,1: 180
1
Libs. for the blind, 4: 68-71.
1'
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Libs. for the young,J^: 106* 5:44-8.
Bristol pub.lib.bran<3hes,2:99': 5:18\ll5?
catalogue, 4: 7?'. 5:58',P.OO'.
earliest free iibs.of,( Taylor )3: 155-6:^.
report, 1:158"^
British museian, appointment of libn,5:136^
appointment of keeper of msR,5:153?
catalogue of English books printed before 1640, ( Tedder.
)
2:57-63.
catalogues, 2: 1^56^. 3: 77 ^79', 101^. 4:120"^
changes at since 1877, ( Garnett. )4: 80-5.
collections of valuable books, 5: 135^
content? of ,( Anderson. )1: 65-6.
death of officers,! :155\
dissatisfaction with copyright ,3; 167^




inadequacy of reading rooia,5:114l
manuscripts in, 1:84-6.
marking of books in,2:2^,4-5.
meeting,!: 1581:
memorial to treasury on grant ,5:16-17,18^,
movable presses in, 4: 88-90.







removal from Montague house, 2: 1-5.
removal of natural history collection,!: 13l1
resignation of Dr Garnett ,1:198"^
space, ventilation and light, 1:25^
statistics, 1:134! 2:168-9.
subject index, 3: 119-20.
Sunday opening at,2:37l55^
translations of Shakespeare in , ( Thimm)4: 91-5.
work of Henry Stevens in, 3: 67-8.
Wycliffe exhibition , 1 : 98-9 , 102^.
year's work at, 1:124-5.
Brown, James D, Arrangement of large subject headings in diction
ary catalogues,5: 170-76.
Brown,Richard. Glasgow and the pub.libs.Act ,5: 123-33.
lib.
Brownbill,John. Science and art; a theory of classification,
3 : 133—6
.
Broughton, proposed lib. 4: 50*.
recommend':: tion for branch lib. 4: 98^
Bruce, Lord Charles. Althorp lib. 2: 6-15,23^
Brunswick's lib. Duke of,l:7^
Bru8hfield,T.N. Bibliography of the "History of the world" and
of the "Remain?" of Sir Walter Raleigh, 3: 8-15.
Brussells , Bibliothique Royale , 2 : 170^.
burning of Palais de la Nation,2:25\
,C-i;S,«iii/oii ^^OH won:
'
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Buffalo( N . Y . )pub . lib . 1 : 40"^
findiiiij; list,4:<59'.
r«port ,1: 119*^
Buildings, library, 1:40^,54*: 3:64'',105^ 4:6o\
alterations at St. Helen 'Sjlirjlt






Canadian lib. of Parliament 83*.
Cheltenbaiii,l:197] 4:54^
Columbia college, ( N.Y. )1:188'.
Darlington ,2 : 146-7.
design for, 170-71.
P^dinburgb , 5 : 196^
Gateshead,?. :73':
Harwich, 3: 98-9.
institute at Leek, 1:197-8.
Lambeth, 4: 151*.
Leeds ,1 : 24, 66-9.
Library of Oongress,l:52'i
Newcastle-upon-Tyne , 1 : 131-2 , 137-8 , 141 ,( illus . )148-9
Nottinghara,l:5r. 3:164't
proposed lib, at Wimbledon,^: 173".




See also Architec ture, Library
.
Bulletin des Bibliotdeques et des Archives ,2 : 77?
Burlington( Vt. )Glosing of lib.naoo!
Bximley , Mechanics' institute , report ,3: lOot diSP/i
postponement of lib.que.stion,4:98^.
Bury, Richard de and his editors ,( T^^omas. )1: 148-53,170-73.
and Keiapis , Thomas a, /3: 47-8.
life of ,5: 184^
^manuscripts of, 3: 80*',
Philobiblion, ( Thomas )l: 148-50. 2:24^,47-8. 4:10A:\1?a\i
176t 5:139*^,156U8l'',202',203^,204l
B-ux ton, adoption of ActB,3:l8\
laying of foiandation stone,4:98'l
proposed lib. 4; 72*
Caarncastle,new lib. 5: 115,
Cairo lib. 1: 75^,100^
Cambridge ,meeting or lib. ass 'n at,l:l99^
^
open reference lib. at ,( Poster . )5 : 71-3,
opening of archaeological museum, 1 : 50^,75?
opening of university union soc.3:4ol
Cambridge pub. lib. New reading room,l:ll8l
report, 1:2011 2:126; 3:166^ 4:154"! 5:13?!
scheme for improving reading at,3:40'.
Cambridge university lib. appointment of libn,3:40ll
death of libn,3:18''.
gift, 4: 50-51. 5:56t
memorial for Henry Bradshav »3:i26T'
-oi-
.m:¥^9tto$9 r to Sfitt«X
:a .MXtr ,8 .8«l:
-17-
new building, 4: 99'.
report, J^: 168^ 5:166^
work of Henry Bradshaw at, 3: 26-34. 5:180-4.
Cai!ipbeltown,new libnjli^st 4:5lV
Canada, pub. libs. in, 2: 81-84. 4:117.
Canterbury , archbishop ' s lib.2:46y
cathedral lib.gift ,4: 72-3.
proposed pub. lib, 4: 26^
Capetown
,
proposed consolidation of libs,5:57f
Card catalogues, see Cataloguing.
Cardiff free lib. branches ,4: 99"; 118 *r 5:56^,1961
cataloi^ue of children's books ,3: 60''.




report, 2: 39.^ 3:2it 4:77?
Carl ton, Notts and Acts, 4: 731"
Carlton free lib.4:150;:? 5:134^
catal0£':ue , 5 : 137'.
Carmarthen and act8,4:73'i
Carnarvon, adoption of ActP,4:5ll
donation to lib. 4: 73^
opening of lib.4:99t
Catalogue, universal, suggestions for, 4: 7-8.
Cataloguing
,
( Arche^ . )3 : 86-96 . 4 : 6-8
.
Bodleian rule?? for, 5: 21^.








card catalogue Bysteiap. ,4: 58t
in Australian libs, :B: 140-43.
in British museui'i,4:8;^-3.
in German libs, 4: 61-2.
L.A.U.K. rules for, 2:25-8.
of mamiscrip t s , 2 : 48-5 1
.
Prof .Dziatzko's rulee for, ( Garnet t. ), 5: 166-9, 194-5.
rules for, 4:52''.
See also olassifioation. Subject headings.
Cataloguing rooms,! :19ol
Catalogues , Australian, 3: 123-5.
BirminghaiQ books , 2 : 120-21
.
British museiun classed catalogue ,3: 119-20.
Due de la Valliere's lib. 2: 152-9.
early printed books in British museuiu,2: 55-63.
local literatiire,3:51-4.
printing of,l:5'I 3:70-73.
scientific libs, 3: 111-14.
See also names of libraries.
Centralbiatt fur bibliotheKswesen,l:2l'',27';52'^,75\l0Cf,133';i57*;i76*,
196'', 200^ 2 : 20* 23^ 7>8\ 53^ 77^, 101^, 125^ 149*, 17l'*. 3 : 23^, 183!
4:59*63^120^176^ 5: 43"^, 83^, 155^, 202^
Chalfont St Giles, reading room in Milton's cottage ,4: 73!
Charging systems, see Loan systems,
Charnook , rural lib . 4 : 5lt




Chat to, John, death of ,4: 76
5




report, 5: 146^ 4:174'. 5:200*:
Chester pub. lib. gift of new reading room, 5 : 113^,1341
laying of foundation stone, 4: 99^
report, 3:100*^
Sunday opening at, 1:155^. 2:18^
Chesterfield free lib. 1:77?
refusal of free use to non-residents ,4: 150,
rt -port ,1: 23*'.
Chicago, gift for Newberry lib. 2: 171'. 3:41-5,
Chicago pub.lib.booKs stolen from, 2: 38^
Children's librarians ,3: 47-8.
Childrens libs. ( Briscoe. )3: 44-8. 5:198^
catalogues of, 3: 60*.
Children's reading , 1 : 40*
See also Reading, Schools and libs. , Selection of books.
China,prices of books in,4:67t
Chinese libs ,( Douglas. )4: 63-67.
Christie,Richard Copley ,CatalogiJie8 of the lib. of the Due de la
Valliere,2:l55~9.
Elzevier bibliography ,5:117-23.
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Churcjh libs. 2:127! 5:16^
Cincinnati ( 0. )»<leath of "newsboy" John King, 3:59?
decline and fall of pub.lib.3: 13ll
City libs, { Richards. )2: 15-17.
Classed catalogues, see ClaRsification, Cataloguing.
Classification, l:157l( Thomas. )l8l-3. 2:107^ 3: 74'i( Archer. )86-96.
alphabetic mnemonic system of ,2 : 53^125"!!
at Coluinbia college, ( N.Y. )1: 191*^
Cutter, 2: 77'.
Dewey decimal,3: 43]44',80*,87Uir. 5:23l
in British nuseum,2: 3*.
in Loiighton Lopping Hall lib.3:143'.
in Melbourne pub • lib. 1: 52*.
in old lib. at King's Norton,5:62'!
in Sion college London, 3: 183"!
New scheme by J. J. Ogle, 2: 160.
of children's booXs, 3:461
of Duo de la Valliere's lib.2:159^
of local literature,3:5i\
of periodicals ,2:56*:
of science and art, 3: 133-6.
of scientific and medical libs ,3: 109-14.
of Shake speareana, ( Tedder. )4: 105-7.
plea for scheme
,
( May . )4 : 85-8
.
See also Cataloguing, Subject headings.
Clitheroe free lib. report, 3 :204t
lOHO




Colchester, catalogue of Harsnett lib. 2: 123?
proposed 1113.3:144"'. 4: 73"^, 118-19.
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor. Letter 3:162^.
Collectors, 2 :46l
of manuscripts,( Edwards. )1: 57-64, 82-6, 107-9.
College libs,adress on, 2: 101^.
Cologne , f^tadtbibliotheK. , 3 : 167^
incorporation of with Jesuitenbibliothek,!: 176"! 2:148^
Colonial libs, (Boose. )2: 81-9, 109-19.
Columbia college lib. ( N.Y. )1 : 100^. ( Tedder. )18B-9i
,
Constaninople ,libs ,manuscripts in,l : 57-63.
Cooperation, 4: 4^,20^
in local collections,2: 121*.
in Nottingham, 4: 20^.
Copyright , dissatisfaction with,3:167l
in Italy, 1:114-16.
Scrut ton's law of ,1:194-5.
Cork, Queen's college lib. death of libn,4:54^.
Cornell university (Ithaca N.Y. )gift ,2: 128''.
Cornwall lib. see Truro , Libs . of
.
Correspondence ,1:55,80,104, 120 , 136 , 160 , 179-80 , 204 . 2 : 24 , 40 , 104
,
151-2. 5: 24, 44, 64, 80, 103-4, 131-2, 148, 168'', 184, 207-8.
4:32,80,104,124,156,176. 5:23-4,44,60,84,116,139-40,156.
Coster myth,3: 131-32.
Cottonian lib. 3: 2-4.
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Covontry , subscription for purchase of local history material,5: 40t
Coventry free lib. 5: 6*.
Cowoll,P, Experientia docet; or, Thoughts and experiences of a pub-
lic libn, 5: 157-66.
Cowes,gift on condition of adoption of Acts,4:172t
Cox,H.T. London sohooi board libs, 4: 169-71.
Coxe,Henry Ootaviu^ , explorations of ,1:63-64.
Credland,W.R. Obituary: Sir Thomas }3aker, 3: 198-200.
Croydon, Acts. 5: 80*^. 4:5ll 5:r64^,152l
gift for lib. 4: 99!
proposed lib.5:56'.
Crunden, Frederick M. Function of a pub. lib. and its value to a
coranuni ty , 2 : 55'.
Cumnock, gift of reading rooju and museum, 5: 113,152-3.
Cutter's dictionary catalogue, 3: 87-8.
Barlaston free lib. 4: Si''. 5:5^.
building, 4: 99*^
opening of,5:153'.
Darlington free lib. appointment of libn,2:18'^ 4:73"^
building,l:198l
opening of ,146-7,166-7.
proposed union of with mechanics' institute,5:4o1
Darwen free lib.gift ,2 : 73l
meeting of rate payers,l:73l
Dent,R.K. Free libs. of Birmingham and its neighbourhood, 5: 1-6.
Denton, Acts, 4: 73C
• 7 r« r












See also Goveriunent publications.
Deptford and Acts ,3: 18^,40-5.
Derby free lib.ai)pointinent of libn,l:98^.
change of libn,2:168'.
report, 1:202'. 3:204-5.
Devon and Exeter institution, ( Parfitt. )3: 107-9.
Devonport , Christ Church lib. 3: 7-8.
free lib.3:7'^
Dewey, Melvil, Work of at Columbia college (N.Y.) ( Tedder. )i: 186-91.
See also Classification, LibraT?y schools,
DewRbury,Acts ,4: 73*.
gift for proposed lib.4:5l\
Dickinson, D. Free pub, libs. and subscription libs ,1 : 142-3,
Dickson, William P. Adreps to the lib. ass 'n, 5:103-10,
Notice of John Small ,4: 166-8,
Proposal for parochial libs, 5: 116,
Dictionary catalogues, see Cataloguing, Classification, Subject head-
ings .
Diseases , infectious and libs, 5:24, 44,
Doncaster free lib. 4: 737 5:78^
report, l:29\ 4:77^
Doiaglas R.K. libs, in the Par East, 4; 65-8,




opening of, 3: 164*
Douthwait6,W.R, Hwifrey wanley and his diary ,1:87-94,110-13.
Dover proprietary lib. fire at,5:18*
Dow,J.R. r^arly history of Bible patent, 4: 80.
Downing, Williaia. Birrain^^harn and literature, 5: 49-52.
Free pub . lib . from a bookseller's point of view, 3: 194-7.
Dresden, Bibliographisches mu8eui!i,oatalogue ,1: 10(^.
Droylsden, rejection of Acts, 4: 51^.
Dublin, Acts ,1 : 1551
Capel street lib. 5: 56"^.
lib.ass'n at, 1:154-5, 161-4, 174-5.
Marsh's lib. death of libn,4:1197
National lib. new building, 1 : 73'^ 2:147^
Trinity college lib. catalogue ,2 : 174^
Dumbarton free lib. catalogue ,2 : 39^
request for Catholic literature in, 3: 58^
Dundee, Albert institute ,5 :18l
bazaar, 5: 134^^,136':
Dundee free lib. report ,1 :29^, 2 02': 3:205^. 4:174^. 5:2uo"l
Dunfenaline free lib. opening of,l:9l
Durham, proposed lib.4:5l1
DziatzkOjDr carl , appointment to librarianship of Gottingen uni-
versity ,3: 127*^
Present state of libs. and librarianship in Germany ,4: 57-65.
Dziatzko's cataloguing rules, ( Garnet t. )5: 166-9 ,194-5.
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Ealing pub. lib. building, :5: 18^
report, 1:119^ 2:78*. ;s:100^ 4:122^
p:arlie8t l^inglish free libs ,( Taylor. 155-63.
H
Early English books, catalogue of in British museum, 4:83.
Early English printing, ( Tedder. )2; 161-6.
Early forms of books, ( Axon. )5: 75-6.
Early libs, King's Norton, ( Bra5?sington. )5 : 61-71.
Early printed books, bibliography of,4:55'2
in Auckland pub.lib.3: xio'.
in Duo de la Valliere's lib.2: 154-8.
in university of Lisbon,2:lV5'i
See also Elzivier bibliography ,InGijnabula, Printing.





. 4 : si'V
free lib. alteration of,5:ll3r
conditional gift ,3: 144* 1641
purchase of book8,5: 134^.
National lib. discussion of, 4: 152^
new lib. 4 : 73^, 99"^ 172^ 5: 153; 196!
appointment of libn,4:99^152^.
philosophical institute, 2 :73l
university , Libn . of , 3 : 76', 145^ 202*.
Editors,Richard de Bury and his ( Thomas. )1: 148-53,170-3.
Edwards, Edvmrd. Researches for manuscripts in the Levant ,1: 57-64,
81-6.
iit lo wmo^ ' ftftUtftfi
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death of,3:20^42'l 4:lol
In memoriara,( Thomas. )3: 54-7.
works of ,1:49^. 3:56-7.
Klgin,re jftction of Ac3t8,l:23l
Eliot, H. A. death of,3:77l
Elzevier bibliography ,( Christie. )5: 117-23.
Engravings , collecting of,4:3t
Estcourt jOharles. First English book on angling,l: 165-7,
Evening reading rooms in Liverpool, 1:24^
Examinations, see Assistants, Examination of.
Exeter literaiv institute , opening of,2:73^
Exhibitions in libs,
book bindings and lib. appliances at lib. ass 'n, 2 : 106.
British mu8eiJi!i,4:84^
Bronti collection at Bradford , 3 : 58-9
,
manuscripts at Milan, 2: 124*5
ornithology at Leeds, 3 :99V
paintings at Belfast ,5 : 112*^
photographs of,2:149?
Expenses of libs, 4: 22-3, 5:23-4,9ol
Falkirk , opening of lib.5:134'^
proposed lib. 4: 73,
Y.M.C.A. lib. 4:150^.
Pamborough, Lord, death of,3:77l
Parthinghoe, founding of school lib. 4; 51^.
Fiction, circulation of in New Zealand. 3 : 42l
restriction of, 3:109^
./iV:a,lo tiiftX ^virrolll To^Mdl







Pin8pong,see Legev<5 bibliotheoae finspongansis.
Pishing, see Angling.
Pit tings, see Library appliances.
Fleetwood, Acts ,4 : 119^
gift, 4: 99^, 150'.
opening of lending dept,5:78?
Sunday opening of lib. 5: 134^
Florence, oollection on r;avonarola,l: 199'.
Folkestone free lib. 3: 164; 4: 1191 5:56l
Poster, J. 1=1. An open reference lib. at Cambridge, 5: 71-3,
Pouiis press, see Glasgow printers.
Free libs. bill, l:2l\23\25l
French lib. journal, 2: 33-4,
Frost, A. J. death of,4:54l
Frost fund,4:72^,118l 5:9311961
Pumess,see Barrow-in-Furness.




Garnett ,Richard. Changes at British muse\aiQ since 1877,4:81-5
In memoriain ; Henry Stevens, 3: 65-9.
Librarianship in the 17th century,!: 1-7, 2l1
Memorandum by the late Rev .H.H.Daber on the removal of
British museum lib. from Montague house, 2: 1-5.
Obituary notice of Mr. G.W.Porter, 5:53.
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Prof .Eziatzko' B oatalogiiing rules ,5: 166-9.
resignation of, 1:198^
— Subject indox at the British museum, 3 : 119-20.
Testimonials to, 96-7.
Gateshead pub. lib. catalogue ,2 : 15 o'.
opening of,2:73'l
Sunday opening at, 5: 56^
German libs
, ( Dz-iatzko . )4:57-6;'S.
Gilburt , Joseph. Lib. surplusage, 2: 90-93.
Gladstone's lib. 3: 1651
Glasgow, Acts, l:i:^l\ 2:65-6,74'. 5: 4oV> 7*^87-8, ( Brown. )123-33.
bibliography of libs . of ,2 : 1271
meeting of lib.ass'n at, 5: 84-110.
American view of, 5: 189-90.
meeting of mechanics' lib. 4: 172!
Mitchell lib.l:23\ 2:18^65-6,79''. 3:100* 5:144^.
report,2:78'*. 5: 128^. 4: 77! . 5: 58^







public and private libs. of ,2:56^
pub. lib.plans for, 1:23'.
report, 3 ;205^
Sketch of a public lib.establishiaent suitable for the city















university lib. 5: 91-3, 155*.
Glossop,Aotf5,4:73': 5:78!
gift of iib./;:i8cn 4:119^
new biiiiding, 4: 51^^,99^
propoped lib . 5 : 56^
Gloucester, proposed Iib.4:i3t3l
rejection of Acts, 4: 51^
Goethe in the British musem,( Thima. )4: 116.
Gosport, adoption of Acts. 5:164t
gift,4;26l
opening of lib* 3:202"^
Gottingen ^iniversit^'' lib. death of libn,l:25'^,75*^
raanuscrip ts in , 1 : 5 1^.
Government aid for libs, 5: 97-9.
Governiflent publications , catalogue of U.S. 3:62*.
distribution of , l : 22\ 42\ 49^'. 2: 38"^ 122-3, 137-9, 152. 3:13^,168^.




Grangemouth, adoption of Acts, 4: 51^.
appointment of libn,4:ll9^.
Carnegie gifts ,5:78'', 113*.






Grant, O.K. In meraorlaii; Henry Bradshaw,5:J^5-.'^4.
Gravesend, proposed 1113.4:731
Greenwood, Thomas . Free p\ib.lib.4:5o.
criticism of, 3: 75-5.
Giessen university lib. death of libn,^ : lool
Guernsey , catalog\ier for states lib, 5:181
opening of lib. 5: 197^
Hackney , Tyseen lib . catalogue , 5 : 154"V
Hadley and Barnet,gift for lib. 5: 134^.
Haggerpton,W. J. ( per. )1:149.
Halifax pub. lib. building, 5 : lis!
catalogue, 1:177"?
Halkett and Laing's Dictionary of anonymous and pseudonymous lit-
erature , 5 : 148-50 .
Hall , Thomas , and the old lib. founded by hin at King's Norton,
( Brassington. )5: 61-71.
Halle \iniversity lib. 1:133^
Hanby,Richard, death of ,3:19'!
Handsworth pub.lib.5:4f
catalogiae ,3:204'.
opening of branch lib. ^3: 147!
report, l:ll9^ 2:102*: 3:146^
Hanley free lib. appointment of libn,5:79'.
gift,4:99t
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Harleian lib . 1 : 88-94 , 111*, lis'^, i:,?>\
Harrinon,R. Ohrrles Nodier,!: ;s3-7.
—. County bibliography ,3: 49-54.
Stephen Gabriel Peignot ,5 : 177-8
.
Harrogate , Ac ts , 3 : 4rl
new libn,4:l5r.
opening of lib. 4: 73^,172'.








Hawick, transfer of lib. 3: 58*^,98-9.
Heidelbevg university lib. destruction of,l:6^
gift,;-:: 149V
subject catalogue , J? :148V
Hereford free lib. appointment of libn,5:136^.
report, 4: 77^5 5:58!
Hertford free lib.ar.pointment of libn,4:172V
new building,3:144'^ 4:26-7.
Hinckley , adoption of Acts, 5: 113.















History ,bibliof;raphy of, 3: 185-92.
History , National,proposed bibliography of ( Tedder . 19^^-4.
Holgate,C.W, Auckland free pub. lib. 3: 115-19,
Some Australian lib. ;atalog\ies ,2: 139-43,
Hollinwood , opening of lib . 5 : 79?
Horsham,proposed lib. newsroom and classroom, 4: 27^
Horwich, opening of nev/ Mechanics' institute ,5 : 197?
proposed lib. 4: 51?
Hours of opening,2: 78^^
Auckland, 3: net
Berlin, 2: 100*; 12 4"l
Birmingham , 1 : 37t
Bradf0T»d,2:52V
British museum, 4: 85"^
Cottonian lib. 3: 2!
Inner temple, London, l:24l
InverneRS , 5 : 113*; 134"'.
Lambeth palace, London, 1:50^,
Liverpool, 1:24"^ 5:135^
Loughton , 3 : 143^^
Manche s ter , 3 : 16 4'; 18 1"^
Paris, 1:14'. 2:7l\ 4:20.
Patent office lib. London, 3: 126^
People's palace, London, 4: 173^









See also Rimday opening.
Hoylake
,
proposed lib. 5: 1537
Huoknail Torkard, adoption of Acts,l:73t
gift, 1:118^ 5:40l
opening of lib. 5: 19'.
Hucknall Torkard, Notts pub.lib.biulding,3:180*^,202^
Huddersfield, efforts for lib.l: I'^s"^. Sins'] 74^
reje(3tion of Acts, 4: 51.
Hull,Acts,5:79Ul3f
gift to municipal lib.SrlSSl
meeting of subs-ription lib. 5: 197^




Huntly, opening of Brandfr lib. 2: 19^
II Bibliofilo, 1:100*, 114', 115*
Incunabula, in Prince Purctenberg' s lib. 2: 125*
loan of,l:55t
Portugese , ( Christie . )3 : 23-4
.
See also Fiarly printed books.
Indexes, see Bibliography , Poole ' s index, Subject indexes.
Indian libs, 2: 38?
See also Lahore.




International health exhibition lib. ( Smith. )1: 147.
Inverne!5f? , closing of newsrooia, 5: 113^1:^4"!
Ipswich free lib. appointment of libnjSMO*^
opening of,4:10o'^
Isle of Man,proposed lib. 1:23!
Italian "aRsociazione bibliofila"
,
proposed, ( Tedder. )1: 114-16
.
Italian state libs,3:22!
Japanese libs, 4: 67-8.
Jenner, Henry. Movable presses in the British museiiia,4 : 88-90
.
Jersey City, lib. for working people , 1 : lOot
Johns on, Alderman, President • s address to the lib. ass 'n, 4: 129-35.
Keith , burning of musenjiti,5 : 134^
Kempis, Thomas a and Richard de Bury,2:47-8.
Kentucky state lib. appointment of lady libn,l:27'.




Kiel, opening of new university lib. 1:156!




Kingston, innrease of lib. rate, 5: 57
1
Kirkaldy, desire for Carnegie gift, 3: 165*:
Lady John Manners on village libs, 2: 121.
Lahore , Punjab pub.lib.2 : 38t
^ Pi
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Lancashire ,old church and school libs. of ,2:127 T 3:15-17.
Law books, U. f;. 4: 14-13,
Law libs, uses and ordering of ,( Pollock )4: 11-17.
Learnington, privileges to outside readers, 4: 52^
Sp a free lib. catalogue ,3: 146^,204"^
report ,2: 150*: 3:182^ 5:20o!
Lectures in connection with libs ,1 : 15^,23^158^,191^ 2:80, 5:4^,5"^
19; 59^, 145^, 146^57^. 4 : 134*; 150"V 5 : 10*^ 18^, 19"^, 20^, 2 1'^, 57* 15 3^
165^1961197^







burning of revised catalogue , 3 «
2
catalogues ,5:100^ 4:28?
complaint of public, 1:50"^
exhibition at,l:l97! 2:37'. 3:99>
gift, 5: 197^.
lectures at, 5: 59^. 5:19^
librarian's salary ,2: 74"t 3:76^
lighting or,i:24^.
meeting of coirDaittee,2:52-3.
meeting of council, 5: 135*.
opening of, 1:74V
rate payers of, 3: 144*^
report, l:3o"^ 2:22^ 5: 58^137^
transfer of books ,1:118*




death of Mr )UGholson,2: 123*.
Leges blbliothecae finspongenRis ,1 : 18-19
.
Leicester free lib. appointment of lit)n,5:19'i!57^
branch lib.4: loo'^,15l''.
catalogue ,5: 78l
report,l:ll9^ 2:l02l 4:122? 5:21l'.
Leigh lit.soc.lib.l:l75'l 2:l47f 3:202!
gift, 2: 531
Leipzig, growth of libs .in,l: lool 2:20-21.
Lei th.meeting of lib.5:197^
Leominster,proposed lib.5:153l
Leuchars pub. lib. opening of, 4: 100.'^
Lewes, gift of lib. 5 :135V
Leyden,proposed publication of Huygen's correspondence,!: 199V
Leyland free lib. and museum. see Hindley.
Leypoldt , Frederick, death of ,1: 52*
Librarians, advice to,3:38l
duties of ,1:2-6,39^41. 2:125^ 3:28"i38Usi-2. 4:3; 5:13-16,
104-9,160'^.
fimd , ( Borrago
.
)4 : 124^
grievances of, 5: 10*719.
knowledge of ,2: 125^
reading , 5 : 159-60
.
selection of, (Mac Alister. )5 : 11-16,







Librarianship in the 17th century ,( Qarnett , )1: 1-7.
Librarief? , booX on free publio,.'^:73-5.
Club and institute, ( Smith, )2:28-35.
colonial yprogrepp of, (Boose, 81—9,109-19,
comparison of,3:44'.
cost of,4:76l
free pub, and subscription, ( Dickinson, )lr 142-3.
bill ,1 : 21.
in,u,884, 2:67-70,
government aid for, 5: 97-9.
income B of,2:69'
progre'^s of in 1883, ( Tedder. )l:8-12.
Library appliances, 1:99, 188-9. 2:118, 3:142,
So© also Ijihrary inventions ,!^helving.
Library assistants ,p3X)pos6d ass'n of,2:l25^
Library association , 1 : 20 , 22 , 48 , 72 , 9b , 117 , 30 , 174 , 196
,
2:18,20,
36 , 52 , 72 , 93 , 122-3 , 14b , 168 . 3 : 18 , 40 , 58 ,76 ,98
,
12b , 164 , 18 , 2 02 . 4 : 26 , 50 , 72 , 7b , 98 , 118 ,125-8 ,150
,
153 , 172 . 5 : 18 , 40 , oo , 78 , 112 , 152 , 196
.
address to, 4: 1-10,129-35.
Aioerican view of Glasgow meeting, 5 : 189-90
.
Dublin meeting ,1 : 16j.-4, 174-5
,
Glasgow meeting, 5: 84—110.
Plymouth meeting, 2: 98-9,105-9,
relation to Library Chronicle, 5: 94^5.
Library bureau, ( MacAlister. )5 : 140, ( Hudson. )156.
Library' bye-laws ,( Miillins . )4: 163-5.
,81: .
.0X1 wOBfi
Library clubs, 2: 101.
Librar^'' conferences,?. : 143-5.
Library control, see Adiainistration.
Library Evihoes , 1 : 21 , 48 , 72-3 , 96-7 , 117-18 , 130-31 , 154-5 , 174-5 , 196- 7
Library fittings. see Library appliances.
Library furniture,5: 159^
See alBO Library appliances.
Library inventions , Indicators, 5: Il5^,17>6l
Library j ournal , 1 : 2^,2Q\ 54^, 75^0GUIS* 12 o', 157^, 176^ 189^, 186^ 20 ol
2:23^ 38^, 53^, 76"^ 7 7 ', 101^ 125"^, 171^. 3 : 23^^ 44*,
8
o\ 183"; 207
4 : 56^, 79^ 102^ 1 03l 5 : 18 9 ', 19 5^', 202 T
Library laws in U. s. 3: 76"^ 201*.
Library literature. see Bibliography,
Library manual,!: 46-7.
Library notes, 4: 32'', 103^^123*1 5: 43*10 3"", 123'^,!5 5^.
Library notes and news, 1:22-8, 49-52, 73-5, 97-100, 118, 131-3, 155-7,
175-6,197-200. 2:18-21,37-8,72-7,99-101,123-5,
146-149 , 168-71 . 3 : 18-20 , 40-42 , 58-9 , 76-7 , 98-9
,
126-7 , 144-5 , 164-5 , 180-181 ,202-3 . 4 : 26-8 ,50-4, 72-
98-102,118-21,150-3,172-3. 5:18-21,40-41,56-7,
78-81 , 112-15 , 134-6 , 152-3 , 196-9
.
Library periodicals , French, 2 : 33-4
.
See also Oentralblatt fur bibliothekswesen, Library jour-
nal. Library notes.
Library schools , Columbia college,! N.Y. )1: 42^100^157)191". 4:32^
12f. 5:198^"
.a.u ill iMMii vTiiT ua
^ r . %
i.i
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Gottingen imiversity ,4; 65^
Library subsoriptions ,3:118'i- 4:^^1^42-3,104^. 5:45^-8.
at Plyraouth,3:l',4't5'^.
at TavistoGK.,3:84*
Library surplusage, ( Gilburt. )2: 90-93, (Heme. )151-2.
Lichfield pub.lib.5:5l
Lighting of libs ,( Piokering. )3; 173-77.
See also Buildings.
Lincoln (Mass.) Opening of nev; lib. 1: 1761 •
Lisbon university lib.Incunabiila in,175t
Liverpool , death of former libn,4:119!
evening opening of museuia,4:135^
evening reading rooms, 1:24?
gift to university lib.5:197l
loss of libn,4:loo5
meeting of district lib.ass 'n,5: 79^
Liverpool free lib. decrease of incorae , 4 : 52^
election of chainiian,5:153t
electric lights in,2:74t
lib. rate, 3: 144-5. 4:151*^
proposed aiaendiaent to Act ,5:113-14.
report, 2 : 78"! 3:60> 4:122^ 5:42^
thoughts and experiences of librarians,(Cowell. )5: 157-66.
Liverpool lib. catalogue ,1 : 119'. 2:126^, 3:146^"
report,l:98t 5:154f
Llandudno, adoption of Acts,5:155'^
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Llangoloen, effort for new lib. 3: 202.
Loan system,!: 136*^ 3:30^
at Col\imbia college,! N.Y. )l:19l^
Local bibliography, ( Harrison. )'^^ 49-54.
what to ain at in, ( Madan. )4: 144-8.
Local collections in Binninghaii lib .2: 1J?0-J^1.
Local literature,! Harrison. )3: 49-54, 109! 4:101^
duty of libn.to collect ,3: 3^
of Birmingham,! Pacy. )5: 49-52.
London
.




Bank of England iib.l:10l''. 2:78^ 5:2011
Battersea, adoption of Acts ,4:27^52?
arrangements for lib. ays tern, 5 : 79^
opening of lib.5: 114^,153^
report of lib.l54t
Beaumont trust , People ' s palace, 2: 99^ 3:l26f
Bermondsey, adoption of Acts, 4: 100^ 119', I5i*. 5:79"?
Bethnal Green, celebration of anniversary ,3: 41^59^^
laying of foundation stone of lib.4:100"!!
lib. lectures, 5: 1971
meeting of iib.5:4o!
opening of lib. 5: 19?
subscription for institute ,4: 74^
BirkbecK institution, opening of ,2: 99*5
_• V , f : .* , • T f *•"».*




Bishopsgate, proposed lib. 4: 119.
Brany and Oo's lib. annual meeting,?.: 74*^ 3:77'.
catalogue , J?: 77?
gift,3:19i
meeting of lib. club, 1: 74*!
report, l:10ll 2:78^ 3:128^ 5:154^1
C aiaberwe xl , Ac ts , 5 : 79^ 135*^ 15?)^
free art gallery ,5: 57?
gift , 5 : 4i'.
Chelsea,adoption of AGts,4:52t
appointment of libn,4:172t 5:l9*r
gift, 4: 74! 5:4l\
site for new lib. 5: 79^80.
City libei'al club, appointment of libn,4:l'72?
gifts, 4: 119^
Clapham, adoption of Acts, 4:100'^
choosing of site, 5: 41^.
proposed lib. 4: 52*. 5:153*1
Clapton Park, proposed lib. 4: 27?
Clerkenwell, adoption of Acts ,4: 74'',1725
free lib.gifts ,4: isf.
in t eraporary quarters , 5 : 1 1 4"^ 135f, 19 7-^
Corporation lib . catalogue , 1 : 24^.
objections to Sunday opening,5 : 197^^




Ealing, opening of lib. 5: 197?
East end, opening of u'OT»king lads ' institute ,2
Ex.-hequer office,??; 45t
Foreign office ,catalogue , 4 : 123'.
French Protestant church lib. 3: 126^
Fulhain, adoption of Acts,3;202t
loan of 6000 pounds, 5: 19!
opening of lib. 4: 172^ 5:114^,135^53'^
purchase of lib. 4: 100
1
Gladstone lib. 3: 19. 5:19^
Greshara college ,2 : 44?
Guildhall lib. 5:19'.
catalogue 3:164^
expense of ,3: 1457
repairs in,2: 147-8.
vacancy in,5:8o'i
Hackney ,North east London institute, 4:119?
Haininersmith, adoption of Acts, 4: 172]
request for share of oharity rund,5:8of
Hampstead pub, lib.reo]iening of, 2: 53^
Sunday opening at, 5: 19 7.^
Hellenic soc. lib. 3: 126*1
Hornsay, lending libs. in schools ,5 : 197^^
Hoxt on,proposed lib.2:123r
Inner temple lib.2:43^
change of hours, l:24l
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lighting of,^:148i ( Pickering. )'^: 173-7
institution.ainpointinwnt of libn,5:18o1
International health exhibition lib. 1:131.
catalogue , 1 : 134?
transfer of books, 2: 37?
Islington, adoption of actR,4:27T
proposed lib. 4: 52^ 74^,
Kensington, adoption of Aots,4:100^
appointment of libn.4:l72!
branch lib. 5 : 80^, 114^
opening of lib. 5: 19 ^'
proposed lib, 4: 27'.
Laifibeth, adoption of Acts, 3; 203'.
gift for free lib. 4: 74'.
new lib.4:4,15l'. 5:197^'
palace lib.l:50^ 2:75?
pub. libs. 5 :8ol Appointment of libn,4:52
gift, 4: 100^ 5:135^.
opening of , 5 : 1 1 4^
Libs. of in l^io,! Thomas. )2: 40-7.
Lib. 1:99'; 3:99^
Lib. ass 'n,meeting of ,3: 148-52.
Marylebone ,Acts ,5 : 41"^, 5^^
proposed lib. 4: 74?





rojoction of acts, 5; 19*:'
Norwood, subscription for lib. 5: 57
f
Netting Hill free lib.gift 75^
Paddington, opening of lib. 5: 57^, 80 ',135^
proposed lib. 4: 27^ 5:19^
rejection of Acts,4:52l
Patent office lib.3:126l
People's palace, laying of foundation s tone, 3: 126
f
opening of lib.5:80^
plea for oontribution,5: 197*
resignation of iibn,5:153'.
Plmastead, rejection of Acts,5:80f
Putney , appointment of libn,5:l9^
R.Med. and Chir.soc.memorial fund,l:24?
Reform olub lib. catalogue ,1 : 53'.
Rotnerbithe, adoption of Acts ,4: 172-73.
proposed lib.4:10o"l
Royal Colonial institute, catalogue ,3: 41^.
Royal courts of justice, opening of }3ar lib. 1:99?
Royal lib. 2; 45^.
St George's ratepayers' ass 'n, rejection of Acts,5:41?
St Jaiaes Square , report ,2 : 126^
St Martin's lib.2:45>
St Martin' s-in-the-fieids and Acts, 4: 52^x731
St Pancras, proposed lib. 4: 52]74';i2o',151*t 5:19^20.
r>n IB"' '
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Q+rt^Vw**! T T>T»rtT»rto<*H It V> A* 7a'^o bUv/XVWtJXX yiJI UiJvJSOri XX U • 't . '*t«
Wclls.e£ XtiXQ. iOWGP > /5 , 'to •
Wandswortli , opening of reading roor'i,4: Of J .
wesfc ndxii > re J e cj ux on oi Ai.Ji*s>*t»o<s3»o.*tx> o u •
W«o + rni not «T» 1 -i l-'IXl'^ 9 •iy6o blUXIlht UOX XXUtX.XOX*
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Loughborough free lib. adoption of Acts,2:10o'. 3:19l
appointment of lib.ooiQrQittee,5; 153^
opening of,5:19l
Loughton Lopping Hall lib, 3: 14/3-3.
Lowestoft free liD.gift,4:27^?
proposed free reading rooi.fi,5:20^.
Luddenden lib. 5: 201*
Luther libs,l:27l^
Luton and Acts,5:57^,8l'^
extension of lib. 4: 2?!
reopening of liD,5:1537
Lynn,meeting of Stanley lib. 5: 20^
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Lyons,loss of manuscripts from Bibliotheque de la Ville : 76'.
MacAliBter ,J.Y.W. Wanted a libn,5:31-16.
Madan,F. What to aim at in local bibliography 144-8.
Madrid,purchase of Duke of OBiina's lib. 1:26^
Magazines. see Periodicals.
Manchester ,Ardwich, proposed branch reading room at ,4: 100-1 ,1^0^
art musema, opening of ,.S:164^
Athenaeuin,report ,4:12<?.
Che than lib.l:176^ 3:155^
appointment of llbn,5:18ot
propost-id transference of,l:156'.
death of Richard Kanby,o:l9,
death of Sir Thomas Baker, 3: 7?!
Foreign lib.5:2o!
free libs,l:50^,198l
advance of libn's salary 123^.
catalogues of branch libs ,1 : SS*", 101*. 3:21^
extension of hours in, 3: 181*.
gift, 3: 19^145! 5:81^.
lectures at ,5 : 20^1531'
local history in,2:39T
popular books in, 3: 141^
report, l:3o! 2:172! 3:205-6. 5:201^.
Medical soc.lib.2:19l
Moss J>ide , adoption of Act8,4:5o'i'
proposed lib . 5 : 114T
opening of branch,5:57'.
l 9h f»»oX,«n
• • • '
.0, : , . ' "^t • '
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Owens • college, gift , J?: o7*
Portico,5: i^o\
schools and lioR,5:197-8.
Mami8cript,l: 79^,87-94. 5: 32-7,190-j?.
arrangement and preservation of ,( Thompson. )4:33-9,
at Kawan( N.Z. )3: 118-19.
catalogue of in Mt Sinai monastery ,2: iss"^
catalogue of in Paris libs,l:199t
catalogue of in Vatican,^: 170^.
cataloguing of 3:48-51.
exhibition of at Milan, 2 : 124*.
exhibition of in British mii8e\jm,l:98*.
gift of, to Wigan , 1 : 156"^.
guide to exhibition of,5:l 271
Henry Bradshaw's work v;ith,3: 26-33.
in British museum, 4: 82^84*.
in Cottonian lib. 3-4,
m wotton's house,2:4n.
in Due de la Valliere's lib,2: 154-9.
in P^mzance libps, 3: 170-72.
in Plymouth libs ,3: 2^^4-5.
in South African pub. lib. 2; 117-18,
in Stuttgart libs, 1:157!
in Trinity oolle
-le lib. 1:161^.
injury to in 1623,3: 127^
loss of in Bibliotheque Nationale ,2: 34*.
• tti.
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lops of in Lyons, 2: 76*.
of Biirn'5' Tail • Shanter,;^: l^^al"
of Richard Bury ,1:149-55, 170-75. ( Thomas. )2: 133-/^7.3:81-:
of vviclif in Astor lib.N.Y. 1 : 159!
photOiiraphing of at British muReu3n,l : 179-80.
reading of ,2: 175!
researches for in the Levant ,( ?ldwards . )1: 57-64,81-6 ,105-9
sale of from f>eville ,2: 184^.
Marking of books m the British mus eiim, 2 : 2^,4-5
.
May ,Williarn. Plea for a cjlav^^sifioation scheme ,4: 85-88.
Printing of catalogues, 2:106! 3:70-3.
Mayer, Joseph, death of ,5: 18'^.
iledical bibliography ,( Bailey . );^: 65-5.
Medical libs, ( Smith. )1: 147.
classification of, (Bailey. )5: 109-14.
Memoranda , 5 : 55-6
.
Memorandum by the late Rev.H.K.Baber on the removal of the Brit
ish museuifi lib.froi'i Montague house ,( Crarnett 1-5.
Merthyr, proposed lib.4:74't
Michigan university , opening of lib. 1:27!
iViiddlesbrough free lib. opening of,4:l5l\
report, 1:101*, 202! 2:l5o! 3:21^206! 4:154t
Middle ton, adopt ion of Acts, 4: 53^.
lib. building, 4: 173"^ 5:57^
proposed lib.4:12o!
Middleton,( Gonn. )report of Russell lib.2:23l
1 ^^^»M
votift^ ©rti no letft^".
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Milan, exhibition of manuscripts, 2: 124.
Miiwaui^ee ( Wis. )puo. lib. report ,3: 147?
Minneapolis ( Winn. )lib. law,2:
Monastic libs. 1:82-6, 106-9. 3:168^.
Monk Bretton, rejection of Acts,5:20* 4l1
Montreal, British ass'n at, 1:176^.
Moor, Canon A. P. Libs. of Truro, 3: 105-7.
Moscow, Factory libs. 1:15*7^
Mo«=>s Side, see Manchester.
Mountain Ash, proposed lib.4;74l '
rejection of Acts,4:l!51.
Mullins,J,D. Pree lib. bye-laws ,4: 163-5.
Royal visit to Newcastle-upon-Tyne, opening of the public
libs. 1:138-59.
Municipal libs. and suburban districts ,( Wright
.
)4: 39-43.
Museum H;rant,memorial to the treasury on the, 5: 16-17.
Museums • act , 1 : 97^
Museums and art galleries , connexion between free libs. and, ( Wal-
lis. )5:6-ll.
Museums. See aiso Natural history , collecting of.
Music in public libs, ( Briscoe. )5: 146-7.
Music, lending of in Paris municipal libs, 1:14^
raanuscrip t s of , 1 9*.
Musical collection at Handsworth,5: 4^






Nantwioh, opening of lib. 5: 1981
proposed lib. 4: 53^, 74^
natural history , collecting of, 4: 3-4.
Nesbit,E. Bibliophile '8 reverie, 4: 95-7.
N'-ner Anzeiger. see Anzieger.
New books, 2: 34-5. 3:96-7,178-9,300-201. 4:148-9. 5:150-1,193-4
See also Bibliography.
New pub. lib. bill, 1:94-5.
New Rwindon , catalogue of Oreat Western railway mechanics 'insti
tution,5:154l'
New York, appeal for lib. funds ,2 : 100-101
.
As tor lib.gift,l: 132-3.
death of libn,2:76l
free circulating lib. 5: 21*^.
gift from S.J.Titden,3:165l
Lenox lib.catechisn on, 1:27-8.
lib. club, 2: 101^,1251
Maimonides lib. 3: 78^.
request for pub. lib. 3 : 20*
Society libs.gift,2:124\




libs of ,2: 116-17.
Wellington pub . lib . 3 : 42\
Newark-upon-Trent, Stock lib.catalogue ,1: 50^^,74^ 2:54\







Nowcastle pub. lib. gift to libn,2:123\
need of more room in, 3: 59^
report ,5: 137'^8.
transfer of educational classes fro]a,5:114^
Wewoastle-under-Lyne , adoption of Acts, 1:156^
new lib. 5: 81^
Newcastle-upon-Tyne ,mayer of, (per. )1:148.
natural history museum, ( illuo. )1:149.
pub. lib. catalogue, 3 : 77t 4:29^
( illus. )l:148.
opening of ,1: 13f-i?, 137-42.
report,l:53l 2:102-3. 3:166! 5:42f
wedding present to libn,2:75!
Newman, A. A. death of,4:28t
Nev/port ,Mon,gift to lib.4:15l\
Newspaiiers
. 5 : 60\





Leeds pub. lib. 1 : ea"!!
Newcastle-upon-Tyne , 1 : 139^
Plyiaouth,3:l^,5l6V
Newton Heath, adoption of Acts,3:203't 4:53f
Nitrian desert ,monasteries of , ( Pidwards. )1 : 81-6.
fi
r r








Northampton, borrowing for lib. purposes, 5: 114-15.




Norwich free lib. branch in schools, 5: 81, 153.
meeting of ,5: 135^
report, 1:53^. 5:i;i'. 4:7?! 5:154!
Sunday opening at,l:156t
Notes , 1 : 32^, 49^, 55\ 73-5 , 80 , 97^100 , 118 , 131-3 , 155-7 , 160 , 175-6 , 179
,
197-200,804.
Notes and Queries, 1:32*',55580',160^179\204'. 2:24,40,52-3,80'',128'i
175. 3:23-4,44,64,80,103. 4:104. 5:156.
Notting Hill free lib. death of libn, 5:1151
present to donor,5:57ll53^.
No ttinghaifl, Mechanics ' institute ,4: 78^
report ,3:61^ .5:58!
Men's Sunday morning institute, catalog\ie, 5 : i37^
Operatives ' lib . i3 : 124'.
pub. lib.branches and reading rooms ,1 : 51^118^ 2:19*^37-38,
75^48. 3:18r. 5:115^,153^193^
building,!: 5l'. 5:1641 5:1351
catalogues, 1:76^ 2:7'^^ 3:41^60^
children's lib. 3: 46^48^
gift, 3: 145'. 4:173^^
nl It-
,v>Oi., ' i^i.,^>i ..... ^
,r mil lo fUi*t*i}.dxi liiH hnjt^Joil
.8V;*,t>j r:- -^JMiiidBniiioH
.lf:A
list of booiis for the blind, 3: 166.
meeting of the blind, 3 : 18.1^
report of coiomit tee, 1:119.
resignation of branch libn,5:8j.
.
Novel reading,?^: 90-2,151-2. 5:162-5.
See also Reading.
Novels,prices of popular, 2: 90-91.
Ode for the opening of the Toronto free pub. lib. ( Hende?;'son. ,1
70-71.
Ogle,.T.J. An acrostic,!: 104*t
TJlxtenf^ion of the free lib. acts to small places ,4: 17-25.
Old English libs. see Earliest English free libs.
Oldbury, adoption of Acts, 3: 19*. 5:8ll
Oldham free lib. discontinuance of Sunday opening at,4:53^
lectures at, 3: 19'^. 5:153^
new building,2: 124^
opttining of branch, 3: 19-20, 77]
opening of lending dept,4:120.
reopening of,5:4l1
Olivier, Mons F.J, death of, 4 :102V
Open shelves, see Access to shelves.
Oporto, Bibliotheca publioa,2:17ol
Overall, V/.H. death of, 5: 81^.
Oxford, gift to Pusey fund,4:120^
meeting of Pusey hiouse subsv'^ribers,2: 100^
opening of Indian institute ,2: 75^
plea for better pub.lib.S: 136*.





Woroester college , death of libn,!: 176^
See alBO Bodleian lib.
Pacy, Frank. Town libs and surroiindiiig dietrie ts ,5 : 45-48
.
Padua university lib. death of libn,l:26t
Pamphlets , care of in Coliimbia college ( H.Y. )1: 190*1
Parfitt ,Edward. Devon and Exeter institution, 5; 107-9.
Paris, Bibiiotheque Adiainistrative ,1: l.V.
Blbliotheque de 1 • Arsenal ,1:89',54'^. 2:77?
Bibiiotheque do 1' Hotel , report ,2 : 76*:
Bibiiotheque Nationale , 1 : 16^^, ?s\ 58-61 , 63^, 72-3 , 75*^ 176^:^
duties and salaries in,2:148'^
hours of opening, 2 : 76l
loss of manuscripts in,2:34*.
Bibiiotheque Royale , catalogue ,4: 7.
B 'bliotheque St Genevieve , 1 : 126*r




lib. examinations in, 1:132^
lib. service in, 1:132^
Minis tere des poste8,l: 75'.
Municipal libs of ,1:51^199^. 2:21^70-71. 4:19-20,121^.
popular libs of ,( Thomas. )1: 12-15, 157^
Parma, stolen boorLs,;^:100*.







Peignot , Stephen Larbiftl,(HarriBOTi, )5:177-a.
Penrith pub.lih.c;atalop;ue,l: VG*;"
report ,1:101^.
Penzance, Libs of , ( Lach-Szyrnia. )?>: 169-7 7>.




index to, 5: 155-10.
legal, 5: 155!
popular, 5 :84t
Peterborough, re jection of Acts, 1:152^
Phannaceutioal soc.of Great Britian, catalogue, 2: 102.
Philadelphia ( Pa, ) lib. company , death of libn,3: 121-2
.




Philobiblon,see Biiry , Richard de.
Photography and libs ,l:179-8,i. 2:80^,149*. 3:69^ 4:8^. 5:190^92.
Pickering, J. E.L. Electric light as applied to the lighting of
the lighting of the Inner temple lib. 3: 173-77.
Picton,f^ir Jaines. Royal visit to Newcastle-upon-Tyne; opening
of the pub. libs, l:137-r8.
Pictures in libs,l:19af




propo sed 1lb . 4 : 53
.
Plainfield,( N. J. )gift of lib. and art gallery , J? : 124
Pliimstead, Kent , rejection of Acts,5:136^
Plymouth free lib. 3: 5-7.
defeat of Sunday opening in,4:53t
exttmsion of ,1; 51^^,99^198^.
report, 1:102^^ 8:54! 7^:129];
Pl>7iiouth Tree lib.eoirardttee and schools ,4: i51*-J^.
PliTnouth,iibR of ,( Shelley . )3:l-7.
meetinp; of lib.ass'n,^?: 55*7'''^ 105-9.
Pollock, Frederick. Lib. of the Alpine club, 3: 136-40
Uses and ordering of law libs ,4: 11-17.
Pontypridd, applicants for librarianship,4:12o'\
op<jning of lib.4:ioi'.
Poole , adoption of Acts,^^:100^
gift , 3 : 18 f; 4 : 53^, 10 152*:
opening of lib. 4: 173^
Poole 'B index, 1:69-70.
Pope's birthday ,eoiru.aemoration of, 5: 81*
Port Glasgow, Moffat lib, building, 3: 181"^.
Porter, a. W. death of, 4:173^.
Obituar>' notice of , ( aarnett . )5:53.
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new building, 3: IS?'^
report ,2:54^1 3:100^101. 4:29^
Preservation of books. see BooXs,care of.
Preston pub.lib.report,.i.:76! 5:61^ 4:78'. 5:42t
Princeton ( N. J. )coliege lib. catalogue, 1:201^
Printed catalogues , British wuseuin,4:82^
Printers , Devon booksellers and in 17th and IBtb centuries, 2: 104?
early, 2: 55 i 5:35-6.
errors, 2 :24t
marks ,bibliograp^y of, 3: 207;
Printing, birthplace of, 5: 23*.
development of,2:6-.L5.
early specimen of ,2:6-15,57-63,79'.
in Glr sgov; , ( Ferguson . )5 : 88-9
.
in Paris,2:127t
introduction of in Scotland, 2 : 103^
of lib. catalogues, ( May. )3: 70-73.
societies ,3: 167*!
who was the inventor of, (Blades. )4: 135-43.
See also Bible-patent , Coster myth.Karly printed books.
Prison libs, 1:133^. 4:121^.
Private libs,2:.L27f
Providence{ R . I
.
)gift to Brown university ,1:200^
Pseudonyiris ,see Anonymous and pseudonyms.
Public baths in Newcastle-upon-Tyne ,1: 156^
Public documents , see aoverniaent documents.
• V >
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Publie libs. acts, l:8'^5l'^94-5,97';i.'^9U55^,l'i'-'^-B,180t 2:20^', 4:12ot
152-3,175! 5:21^47^,90^.
extension of in small places ,( Ogle . )4 : 17-25
.
Glasgow and the , 5 : 141-2 , ( Brown . )123-i;^.S
.
libs adopting the, 2:67-70.
See also names of cities and towns.
Purchase of boo'Ks.see Book buying.
Putney free lib. adoption of Acts, 4 :53V
appointment of libn,5:19t
opening of,5:4l'.
Queries, st;e Notes and Queries.
Raleigh, 8ir Walter , bibliography of ,3:8-15,120-21
.
RaiQsgate ,lack of interest in free lib. 3: 18 it
Rare books,.catalogue of ,5: 205?
collecting of, 4: 4^,
in Oottonian lib. 3:3'!
in King's Norton lib. 5: 65-6.
in Plymouth libs. 3: 2^ 6"i 109"^ 15 7-^8, 172.
F;ee also Bibliography ,Early printed books.
Rathmines,Aots ,5 : 198t
op(ining of lib. 4: 75^
Rating of free pub. libs, ( Wai te. )l; 167-9.
Rawtens tail , conditional gift ,5: 41^.
Readers,priveleges for, 4: 163-5. 5:160-2.
Reading, 130rough of , free lib. and museuia.






Reading,!: 14*; 40', 102*; ;^03t 4:i;:o-4. 5:77, (Axon. )121 ,l';5^.1fy8-9
.
aids for, 4: 23-5,55^.
at Glasgow, 5:97^
choice of by public, ( Sutton. )-^: 140-41,152-4.
course s, 2 : 3i\
for the young, 2: lost
rooms, 2: 30-31.
scheme for improving, 3 : 4d.
sut/gestions for,2:167.
Reference books in British rauseuni,2 : 3-4.
list of for small lib. 4: 21-2.
See also Bibliography.
Reference cards, see Subject headings.
Reference libs ,5: 142-3.
Reference rooms, Leeds, 1:68^
Newcastle-upon-Tyne , 1 : 139^, I4l'', ( ilius . )149
.
Remainders
, ( Gilbiirt . )2 ; 90-93
.
Renton, opening of lib.4:10lt
Reports, see naiaes of libs,
Reservf ;s , 1 : 104l;i36^
Revista delle biblioteche, 5 : 4l', 60"; 139*^202^,204'^
Rhos, opening of lib. 4: 53"^.
Richards,H.O. City libs ,2 : 15-17
.
City of London parochial charities act, 2: 20^.
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Kiohiaoncl free lib.ai)pointment of libn, 1:198!
catalosne 59I
concert for booX fund, 5:5?'?
extension of buildinij,^: lf39^
rates, 2: 19-20.
reopening of,5:187"5
report,!: 119V 5:101^ 4:78?
request for apsistants ,3: J^o!
resignation of libn , 1 : 156*^.
Ripley , opening of reading room, 3; 59^,
Robertson, A. w. Arrangements for magazines at the pub. lib. Aber-
deen, 4: 111-13.
Rochdale pub.lib. openin>^ of, 1:198^
report, liivv"^ .;a:.!.27t' 3:100^ 4:78!
Sunday opening at,,^:20'^
Rochester free lib. completion of,5:?*o'.
opening of, 5: Bit
Rome, prizes in bibliography ,2: 7t3*
Vatican catalogue of manuscripts ,1:5£, 2:17o\
Rotherhara free lib. catalogue, 1:76?
opening of ,4:l0l1 5:41?
report ,1: 7r;*t
Rotherhithe free lib. selection of site,5:136.^
Rowfant lib. catalogue ,3: 797
Royal colonial institute ,r;atalogue ,3 : 146'.
Royalty and libs,l:l80", ( Picton.and kullins. )137-42.
.ft lo r
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Leeds, 2: 52-5, 74^ 3:76*
Manchester,?!: 123!
Northwich,2:123!
Paris, l:13l 2:7r. 4:19!
Pontypridd , 4 : 120I
Routhaiiipt on , 5 : Sl'V
Sales, see Aiictions.
Salford free lib.report,5: 42^.
Sunday opening at ,5:2d^,4l'"',81^,I15?
Ralford lib. and I'luseuin, report ,1: 76*1 2:39l 3:61^
San P''rancisco( Oal. )Meroantile lib.asn 'n, report, l:76l




proposed lib . 4 : 75 , 101
.
rejection of acts, 4: 173.^
School board libs, ( Cox. )4:189-71.
School boards and libs, ( 'Vright. )5: 89-90.
School libs, 3: 16-17.
bibliography of in Lancashire ,2 : 127!f
in Parthinghoe,4: 51^.
in PariR,l:13l
Schools and libs, 3: 7^ 5 : 143^; 197-8
9
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Soientifio libs , 3laBsification of, (Bailey. )3: 109-14, ( }3rov/nbill. )
Scottish geographical goc.gift ,^ : l^i.
Scottish put*. lib. ajts , bill for amending, 4: 54^.
Scrutton's laws of copyright ,1 : 194-5
.
Redgley and Acts ,4: 75^101^.
Selection of books, J:i:?.9^:^0, 79'', 109^11^21^ 5:46-7. 4:44-9.
Selkirk, adopt ion of Ac tr;, 5: 136^
gift, 5: 20^, list
Seville, Bale of iQanuBcripts,i^:lJ34'l
Sha?^espeare in the British Museum, ( Thinrn. )4: 91-5.
f^hakespeareana, classification of, (Tedder. )4: 105-7,
Sheffield pub. libs , closed for siaall-pox,4: 152*1




Shelly ,Alderi!ian John. Notes on the pub. libs of Plyni'~>uth , Devon-
port and Stonehouse ,3: 1-8
.
Shelving in British museum, ( Jenner. )4: 88-90.
Shipping of books see Books, care of.
Sittingbourne , adoption of Acts, 4: 152^.
opening of lib. 5: 198^
Size-notation at the Bodleian, 1 : 191-3.
Skelittersdale ,rejection of Acts, 4: 15,
Siaall, John, death of,4:lol
Notice of ,( Dickson. )4: 166-8.
to •iriii •*
.ft
, i I J t»A lo 1J' lOi >** , •
1-64-
Smaii libs, Pub. libs act in, ( Oglo. )4: 17-je:s.
;
v/ork of,;?: 32-3.
Smithv/ick free lib . report ,2: los! 4:78^
smith, J.L.Clifford. International health exhibition lib. 1:147.
Smith, Llyod P. Obituary ,3: 121-2.
Smith, Sainuel. Club and institute libs ,2: 28-33.
Smithsonian institution,report 148^
Smoking rooms in Port Glasgow, 3 : 18 ll.
in St Petersburg, 3: 145! I
Smyrna lib. closing of,5:136?
Social science , National ass'n for proiaotion of, 3: 77.
South America, Lima, Biblioteca,Nacional, plea for reconstruction,
l:52i
Monte Video, National lib. 3: 42?
South Australia, libs of,2: 112-15.
report, 4: 30?
South Molton,gift ,5:198t
South Shields free lib. appointment of libn,4:120^.
catalogue , 5 : 58^
report, 5: 201** '
i
resignation of libn,4: 101*^.
^
Southampton free lib. adoption of Acts, 4: 75^
appointment of libn,5:115.
temporary quarters ,5: 81'. <
Southport free lib.report,l: 134^. 4:29-30,78^
^
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Ree also Law libs .Medical libs.
Musical libs. Scientific libs.
Special libs , classification of ,( Bailey. )3: 109-14.
Spencer lib. see Althorp lib.
Spen(ier soc.;^:8ot
Stafford free lib .report ,1 : 158^ 3:1J?9?
Stalj^bridge , adoption of Acts, 5: 41^,
new builcling,5: lis't
proposed iib..'):18l^ 4:28^^53l75'V
State supported llhs ,2:7>?t-Z,
Statistics,;?: 70-71. 64, 103-4, 1.3^, 184, ?^08.
British museum, ( Anderson. )1: 65-6, 184-5. 4:84^
Colonial pub. libs ,( Boose. 109-19.
of lib.movement in 1883, ( Tedder. )l: 8-12.
popular libs of Paris, ( Thomas. )1: 13-15.
See also Library notes and news.
Stevens ,Henry, death of,3:42't 4:10^
In memoriaia,3: 65-9.
Stirling, proposed reading room, 4: 101?
Stockholm, Royal lib . report , 1 : 75
?
Stocieport pub . lib . rei)or t , .'v : 129
^
Stockton, proposed lib.5:2o!
Stoke-on-Trent pub . lib , report , 3 : 129^
Sunday opening, discontinuance of,5:81^
Strassburg university lib, 1:52^
Stratford, Shakespeare iiiemorial lit). 165'. 4:53^
Stroud
,






Students • rooms in libs, 4; 164-5. 5: 161^
Stuttgart , Royal private lib. 1:157?
Subject headings, 3: 91-5. 5:96-7.
arrangement of in dictionary catalogues ,( Brown. )5 : 170-76
.
in British museum catalogue ,2 : 592-00. .":l2o'.
See also Cataloguing, Classification.
Subject-indexes ,4: i;^^13.
at British museum, 4:8.^. ( Garnett. )5: 119-20.
Subscription libs, Paris, 1: 14-15.
Twickenham, 1 : 204^.
West Bromwich, 1:142-3.
See also Library subscriptions.
Sunday lib .excursions ,1 : is'.
Sunday opening,?,: 77! 3:202^ 5:136!
Adelaide,?: 114^
Auckland, 3 : list^
Birmingham, 5 : 7^
Blackpool, 5 :li2"l
Bolton , 5 : 112-13 , 134f
Bradford , 4 : 721 5 : 113"^
Chester, 1 : 155^ 2:18^.
CoriJoration lib.l,ondon,5:197!
defeat of at Plymouth,! : 97*; 4:53l
discontinuance of at Oldham, 4: 53^









list of libB having,^. :10l'^
Manchester,^: 164'if
Paris, 2: 71*
People's palace ,4: 17S.
rejection of at Aberdeen, 1 : 156
.
at Cardiff ,8: 73^i;9#.
at Leeds, 3: 39^
Norwivih,l: 1561
Rochdale ,3:20l




suggestion of at British museum , 1 : 131^
Sydney ( Aus. )2:111^.
Tasmania,^: 116?
Wallsali,5:81^
Sunday soc . conference of , 2 : lOl^,
Sutton,G.v;. Araerican librarians in congrer^s ,1 : 39-42
.
What ou-^ readers will read, 3: 140-44 ,152-4.
Swansea pub . lib . building , 1 : 25^, 74^, 198
catalogue , 4 : 123".
finances of,5:4f'.
newspaper criticism of, 4: 101*.
openinii of , 4 : 75^^




Syrians,monastery of, see Rt Mary Iieipara ,monaRtery of.
F;zynfla,Rev.W. Laoh-Libf^ of Penzanc3e ,3: 169-7:6.
T.ainworth, adopt ion of Acts, Sis'!
Tarvef? , adoption of ActR,l:99t
Tasmanian libB ,2 : 115-16
.
Taunt on, proposed lib.4:53t
rejection of Acts, 5:20?
Tavistock pub. lib. catalogue ,3:21^.
meeting of, 5: 20^,
notes on, ( Alford. )3:81-6.
Taxation, 2: 52-3. 4:21^,41-2. 5:5?'.
Taylor, John. >]arlieRt English free libs, 3: 155-6.^.
Tedder,Henry R
.
( The )Barkers and the earliest history of the
Bible-patent ,2 : 161-6
.
British museiim catalogiie of English books printed before
1640,2:55-63.
Classification of Shakespeareana,4: 105-7.
Mr Mftlvil Dewey's work at Gonaobia college, (N. Y. )l:186-9l.
Progress of the free pub. lib.movement in 1883,1:8-12.
Proposals for a bibliography of national h:Lstory,2: 107*1
3:185-94.
Proposed Italian associazione bibliofila,l: 114-16.
Purchase of books, 1:120.
Thirara,Franz . Goethe in the British museum, 4: 116.
Shakespeare in the British museum, 4: 91-5,
Thomas , Ernest C. In memoriaja; Edward Edwards ,3: 54-7
.
10 ri
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Libs of London in 1710 : 40-47
.
Mamascripts of the Philoblolon,^ : l?!9-37.
Popular libs of Paris, 1: 12-15
.
Kiohard de Bury and his editors ,1 : 148-55, 170-73
.
Thompson,R.Maimde. on the arrangement and ireservation of man-
uscripts , 4 : o:^-9 .
Title entries, 5 : 17a-o.
Titles and classification ,5 : 109^.
TodiTiorden,gift of building ,4: 15«!
Tonbridge free lib.draina for benefit of book fund, 4: 54'.
Tonebridge v/ells.see Tunbridge Wells.
Toronto,meeting of A.L.A. 1 : 2?.^ 72'', 96-7,




opening of ,1 : 52^, 70-71,75^
report, 2 :54l 4:30*.
Torquay ,meeting of science and art schools coimnittee ,4: 75-6
.
Town libs, work of, 1:41^
Traveling libs in London, ( Cox. )4: 169-71.
in South Australia ,2: 114^





Trevail ,Silvanus. P^xtension of free lib. system to rural district*,
2:1061
Trinity college lib. 1:131-2.




appointn«nt of libn,."^: 77;99^
Libs of ,( Moor )3: 105-7.
Meeting of lib. 5: 20*
Opposition to lib. 2: 148!
Turamins, Samuel. Special collections of bnoXs in and near Birming-
ham, 4: 157-65.
Tunbriclge Weils. Proposed lib. 4: 28*, 54*: 5:2qZ
rejection of ActK,5:41®.
Tiinstall free liD.gift ,4: 76'.
opening of ,2: 148'.
Twickenham pub. lib. Popean collection,5: 198.
report ,1: 158.
Tyldesley and Acts,."5:203'f
Tynemouth pub . lib . report , 1 : 1341
Uffenbach.Z.C . von. Visit to London libs ,2 : 40-47.
Valliere,Duc do la,Lib.of,( Christie . )2:l53-9.
Vatican. see Rome.
Vaux,W.S.W. death of, 2:124^-5.
Vienna, univorsity libs,l:52^,l99l
Village libs, bill for establishing, 3 : 203^
Lady John Manners on,2:121.
( Parish. )2:24.
See also Small libs.
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Sunday opening at, 5: 81^.
Wandsworth pub, lib. 1: 156.
appomtLaent of libn,3:203.
Opening or,/3,ib9.




Wanley jHumfrey and his diary ,( Bouthwaite
.
)1: 87-94,110-13.
Warrington museum and lib. alteration of building, 3 : 99^
proposed lending lib. 4; 54^,76*^152!
Warwick free lib.5:6'V
Washington, Lib, of Congress ,1: ^gf^SS', 133^ 3 :20',59!
Watford pub. lib. handbook, 3: 166?.
opening of lending lib.4:104f
report, 4: 174'! 5:20l\
Wednesbury free lib.5:5'^
Weimar ,Predlgerlci rche lib, 3: 42!
Wellingborough. new lib.building,4: 54^^
Welshpool free lib. 5: 153^.
adoption of Acts, 4: 152.
opening of,5:8i^.
West Brorawich free lib. catalogue, 5 :200^






West Cowes,rejecjtion of Acts, 5: 21*.
West Indies,Jamaica imb.lib.?/: 119^
Trinidad pub. lib. 2: 118^19,
Westminster pub. libs, report,!: 134. 5:182.
Weston-super-Mare, adoption of Acts,4:28t
proposed lib, 4: 54?
Wheatley,B.R. death of, 1:20^ 2lt
Wheatley ,H.B. How to fomi a lib.oriticisra of, 3: 99^.
Whitehaven free lib. adopt ion of Acts ,4:28'J54^
gift refused, 5: lis!




opening of lib. 5: 1981
V/idnes ,AGts,3;20"I
appointment of libn,3:203*.
opening of lib . 4 : 76'":
refusal of government aid,5:136^
Wigan free lib. catalogue, 3 : 20^ 4:30;. 5:22l
debt, 3: 12 7*.
gift, 1:156: 2:169^-70.
reference lib. 1:25*.
report,l:77f 2:78"! 3:1461 4:78* 5:156^.
Wigton,loan of lib.4:120'.
Willenhall free lib. 5: 5^
Wimbledon free lib. appointment of libn,3: 145'^,181*^.
opening of, 4: 54*1
..?n ft •
.i, to U
.fl?::*' .r^:*' .'^'^!>. •n'^r^^t^'^.r
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-73-
report ,5:138^
Winsford, adopt!on of Acta, 4: 54^
gift , 4 : 1521
opening of lib. 5: 198^.
Winsoi', Justin, extract from letter of ,l:20ot
Wolfenbutted lib. see Brunswick's Duke of lib.
Wolverhampton free lib.5:5T
catalogue , 1 :Pj01'.
lectures at, 3: 14^.
proposed bill for improvement of, 4: 54^101^
report, 1:202! 3:61*,182t 4:174*
Women as librarians ,1:27^,98*1 3:127>203*. 5:21^,115^
Women • 3 reading rooms , 5 : 162^
Woodward,C . J. Action of gas on leather book-bindings ; a prelimi-
nary experimental enquiry ,5 :25-9
.
Woolwich, defeat of lib.movement ,4: 76.
Worcester pub. lib. and science and art flchools,l;156'. 3:41^,
popular books for the year, 3: 59*.
Sunday opening,!: 73^, 75*^99^
Working people, libs for ,1 : 10o'';i57l 4: 10o',loi*,153\ 5:ll5!(Cox.)
4:169-71. ( smith. )2: 28-32.
Wrexham, gift to lib. 5: 198^.
local literature ,4: 101^.
Wright ,W.H.K. Municipal libs and suburban districts , 4: 39-43.
Notes on various libs in Devon and Cornwall, 2: 107^
Our boys,what do they read, 2:106*
.10. ;
-74-
Yarmouth free lib.braneh, 4: 120^,152^
meeting of 8ub9criberB,5:2l\
opening of,3:77}'
report ,4: 78". 5:82^.
Yates, Jamef?. Our town library; its success and failures, 3: 36-9.
York,meeting of lib. 5:21^.
proposed lib. 4: 54^^,101-2.
rejection of Acts,4: 12o]l3ll
Zaehnsdorf , J. Practical suggestions in bookbinding, 4: 107-11.
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